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Linux Applications on PseriesIBM Press, 2003
The strengths of the AIX operating system are well known among in the UNIX software community. Its reliability and great degree of scaling make AIX the perfect choice for hosting mission-critical applications. It is a robust and flexible operating system that meets all the requirements for the various demands of e-business environments. At the same...
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Spatial Augmented Reality: Merging Real and Virtual WorldsAK Peter, 2005
Like virtual reality, augmented reality is becoming an emerging platform in new application areas for museums, edutainment, home entertainment, research, industry, and the art communities using novel approaches which have taken augmented reality beyond traditional eye-worn or hand-held displays.

In this book, the authors discuss spatial...
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Using SAS in Financial ResearchSAS Institute, 2002
Researchers, graduate students, and practitioners in the financial market now have the first reference-style handbook detailing the mechanics of statistical testing on financial and accounting data. This one-of-a-kind book illustrates how to use SAS software to conduct basic empirical analyses of stock market and financial statement data. It covers...
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Valode & Pistre ArchitectsBirkhauser, 2006
The firm of Denis Valode and Jean Pistre, which has been practicing for 25 years, entered upon a new phase of its career in 1992, when the architects — in cooperation with the landscape architect Kathryn Gustafson — received the Equerre d’argent prize of the journal Le Moniteur for the L’Oréal corporate headquarters...
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Knowledge Processing and Data Analysis: First International Conference, KONT 2007, Novosibirsk, RussiaSpringer, 2011

	This volume collects the proceedings of two related international conferences on
	foundations and practical applications of mathematical methods of data analysis,
	of Formal Concept Analysis and of methods for information extraction from
	natural language texts. The first conference, named Knowledge - Ontology -
	Theory 2007 (KONT 2007),...
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Web Development Solutions: Ajax, APIs, Libraries, and Hosted Services Made EasyFriends of Ed, 2007
As a web user, you'll no doubt have noticed some of the breathtaking applications available in today's modern web, such as Google Maps and Flickrdesktop applications than the old style web sites you are used to. You've probably also wished that you could create such things, and then thought "nahhh, I'd need to know a lot of complicated code to...
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Agile Software Development Teams (Progress in IS)Springer, 2015

	This book explores how agile development practices, in particular pair programming, code review and automated testing, help software development teams to perform better. Agile software engineering has become the standard software development paradigm over the last decade, and the insights provided here are taken from a large-scale survey of...
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Ethics and Intersex (International Library of Ethics, Law, and the New Medicine)Springer, 2006

	This collection of 21 articles is designed to serve as a state-of-the art reference book for intersexuals, their parents, health care professionals, ethics committee members, and anyone interested in problems associated with intersexuality. It fills an important need because of its uniqueness as an interdisciplinary effort, bringing together...
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Linux Network ArchitecturePrentice Hall, 2004
This book deals with the architecture of the network subsystem in the Linux kernel. The idea for this book was born at the Institute of Telematics at the University of Karlsruhe, Germany, where the Linux kernel has been used in many research projects and its network functionality is modified or enhanced, respectively, in a...
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Error Free Software: Know-How and Know-Why of Program Correctness (Wiley Series in Software Engineering Practice)John Wiley & Sons, 1991
This book is the result of an evolutionary process which took place over a number of years. The contents of this book are based on my seminar for experienced software developers, which I instruct internationally, andon courses which I have taught as an external lecturer in the Informatics Department of the Johann Wolfgang Goethe University in...
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Moving Objects Databases (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
This book represents a milestone in the synthesis of temporal and spatial database concepts and techniques. It unifies and organizes the existing research into a coherent whole and presents substantial new results and approaches in many areas. In each case it begins with what is known, then it introduces the new concepts in an abstract and...
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Wind Energy - Impact of Turbulence (Research Topics in Wind Energy)Springer, 2014

	This book presents the results of the seminar “Wind Energy and the Impact of Turbulence on the Conversion Process” which was supported from three societies, namely the EUROMech, EAWE and ERCOFATC and took place in Oldenburg, Germany in spring 2012.


	The seminar was one of the first scientific meetings devoted to the...
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